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Salam Ramadan
H

ello again GAYA readers! Can you believe that it’s already June?
Oh how time flies. It feels like we only just turned over the new year.
And now, the blessed month of Ramadan is even closing in on us.

With Ramadan approaching, I’m sure many of you are eagerly preparing new
clothes, a special menu for iftar, even the cookies and cakes for Eid. I know
I’ve already crossed that off my list. I’ve made my pre-orders for cakes this
coming Eid. I know...I know...ít’s not even Ramadan and I’ve already started
preparing for Eid. Well, with my hectic schedule I can’t take my chances. In
fact, I know many Asians do that. I’m sure many of you out there have your
Eid outfits all ready at this point. Confess, don’t be shy...
Well, if you haven’t, don’t fret, we’ve got you covered with the latest Eid
Collections from a few of our friends. As for food, I’m sure for many of us,
cooking every iftar may not be an ideal option so we’ve got you covered in
that area too with a list of restaurants you may want to try for iftar with the
family. Some may not have made it in time for this issue but we will keep you
updated on Insta. So follow us there. And that’s not all. We’ve even got you
covered for home decor too with a look at a special Moroccan collection for
Eid by our friends at Departures & Arrivals.
Over one hundred pages worth of fashion, food and lots more. Thank you to
everyone who made this special Eid Edit come alive.
Salam Ramadan, everyone!

Xoxo,
Juliana Iskandar

Fashion

MODEST CLOTHING
FOR THE MODERN
MUSLIM WOMAN
ERADA - the new fashion line by our very own GAYA
contributor, Naseema Miah. Recently launched, the
debut collection is a reflection of her personal style
with plenty of clean lines, minimalistic style, chic
silhouettes and timeless pieces. Read on to find out
more about Naseema and ERADA.
Written by Naseema Miah | Photos by ERADA
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Who is
Naseema Miah?
Salam and hello! My name is Naseema
Miah, I'm 27 and from London. I am a
law graduate and have been working in
the legal profession for many years now.
I also became a first time mother last
year, Allhumdullilah, and so life is
busy! Despite many years in the legal
sector, fashion has also been a passion
of mine from a very young age and
so last year I decided to pursue my
fashion dream and last month I debuted
my clothing line - ERADA.

6

What’s the story
behind ERADA?
Fashion plays a significant role in
my life and I remember being style
conscious from a very young age.
However, I've always felt that the
fashion industry does not cater enough
towards Muslim women who want to
dress both fashionably and in accordance
with their faith.
It got to the point where I was frustrated
with constantly having to compromise
on style due to a lack of variety and
7

choice, and this is why I decided to step
out of my comfort zone and create my
own clothing label. With no former
fashion experience, I had to learn the
inner workings of starting a fashion
label from scratch and fast! It was
definitely challenging and so much
harder than it looks.
I've always believed that a woman
can dress both fashionably whilst
maintaining her modesty and this is
a recurring theme throughout my debut
collection. ERADA is a label which
marries both faith and fashion into one
and I was nervous yet excited for the
launch last month.

What is the
collection about?
The debut collection is a reflection of
my personal style and preferences with
plenty of clean lines, minimalism in
design, chic silhouettes and timeless
pieces which I sincerely hope will
become my customers' favourite
wardrobe staples.
I live in London and all of the clothes
are made in a Central-London based
factory in accordance with high industry
standards. I made sure that all of the
fabrics used were carefully curated
and of the highest quality possible.
The pieces are also limited in order to
preserve the exclusivity of each garment.
8

I believe that whilst the collection was
designed with a Muslim woman's
requirements in mind (modest cuts, long
sleeves, oversized), the versatility of the
clothing means that any woman can feel
comfortable and stylish in the clothing.
I have plenty of non-Muslim friends
who have been really excited about
the pieces despite not having any
clothing restrictions and this is really
encouraging. It's also very exciting to
see how modest fashion has become
so mainstream in recent times and it is
an honour to be a part of this exciting
movement and shift towards modest
fashion today.

ERADA
skirt and
blouse with
bell sleeves
in blush
pink.
9

ERADA
white long
cardigan
over black
palazzo
pants and
blouse.
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Why did you decide
to pursue this?

What’s next for
ERADA?

I guess I pushed myself to pursue this
passion of mine because I've always
said to myself that I could live with the
failure (if my clothing line never worked
out) but I wouldn't be able to deal with
the regret (what if I had pursued it?
What if it could have been great?). So
I decided to push myself and see where
this leap of faith takes me.

Will there be further ERADA
collections? I definitely hope so.
It all depends on how well the debut
collection is received.

My motto in life is that "if Allah SWT
brings you to it, he will take you through
it". Life is all about pursuing your
dreams and thinking big and I'm
learning this more and more every day.
Insya’Allah, I want to look back at my
life and be proud of myself. Every day
I am learning more that it's okay to fail
but not okay to never try.
11

I really hope you ladies out there
appreciate the quality and like the
collection because I've already got
ideas for the next collection!

/ERADAONLINE
@erada_online_

Fashion

presents their Eid Collection, Blnk Cnvas,
which marks the first year of Lully Selb’s inception.
The bold strokes, burst of colours and varied textures
interplay; just like a child’s carefree expression of
the self. Everyone has an inner child, an innate artist
and a strong sense of self. Each piece is exclusively
designed and is now open for pre-order.
Photos by Hali Dee | Makeup by Tiq Zulkifli

lullyselb.com
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Left: Marbled Peplum Top
Right: Kaftan with Marbled Shawl
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Salmon Strokes Shawl with
White Peplum Top and
Salmon Strokes Skirt

14

Marbled
Cape Suit

15

Fashion

Elegant, Feminine, Modest. The Fllumaé
Collection is all that and more. From hijabs,
abayas to dresses, the US based online store will
make the girlie-girl in you squeal in delight.
Started by the four Saidi sisters, Alliyah,
Fahima, Mona and Luul, along with their mother,
Amina Omar, the ladies are committed to
providing flowy and elegant designs for the
modern Muslim woman.
Photos by Fllumaé
fllumae.com
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CARRÉ CARDIGANS
This Spring and Summer's must have cardigans are
here. This monochrome cardigan is guaranteed to
get heads turning.
17

ÉLÉGANT LACE DRESS
Feminine and flowy with unique floral lace.
It is fully lined and with long sleeves to keep
it modest. Accessorize this gown with a belt
and a hijab.
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FLEUR DRESS
The ultimate summer dress. Beautiful paisley
designs on a silk canvas gives this dress just
the perfect summer statement with a ribbon
sash for an added feminine flare.
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RÈGALIEN DRESS
This exquisite dreamy gown is
fully sleeved with a delicate lace
trim around the waist line and
embellished collar and cuffs that
give it the perfect flare.
Comes in camel and maroon.

20

POIS DRESS
Silk button-down dress with pretty white
polka dots. Two pockets on the sides
making it not just pretty but practical.

21

Fashion

Nesci Collection.
Available on Zeynara.com

THE MODEST FASHION
MARKETPLACE
The modest fashion industry is taking the world by storm and
with brands from all over the world, consumers like ourselves
are spoilt for choice. But just like mainstream consumers, we
too look for quality and style when we decide who to wear.
And now Zeynara helps consumers like us to suss out the best
in this evolving industry.
Written by Zeynara | Photos by Zeynara
22

Nesci Collection.
Available on Zeynara.com

Z

eynara is a marketplace that was
born in 2015 in France, based on
the concept of modest fashion.
It was created from the idea that women
can dress modestly while retaining their
feminine side, and highlighting it.
Modest fashion according to Zeynara is
the right to show only what you want
from your body, and to keep being pretty
while respecting the codes of modesty.

This goes well beyond the religious
aspect - it is a philosophy of life. In
modest fashion there is ‘modest’ but
also ‘fashion’. Zeynara doesn’t think
colors, or comfortable and cozy curves
are forbidden.
At Zeynara, we act as a brand-finder in
fashion, whatever the country and the
continent in which they are located,
from Paris to Kuala Lumpur via
London and Dubai or Copenhagen.

“Modest fashion is now at the heart of the debate.
Some think it is great; others criticize it and watch it
as if it was enslavement of women.”
This doesn’t only include Muslim
women because, as we know, over the
centuries both in Islam as in Judaism
and Catholicism, women have always
had the duty to preserve their body
against prying eyes.
Nowadays, more women want to control
their image and make it consistent with
their principles.
23

We have a wide range of products, from
clothing, to scarves, to turbans which
are very trendy. Accessories and makeup are not far behind.
We also love art and lifestyle. We select
original designs and tasteful items. Our
purpose is that our customer’s houses
become as smart and sophisticated as
their look, with a cozy touch in addition.

The Païna by Païna
Pulz. Available on
Zeynara.com
24

The Light by Païna Pulz.
Available on Zeynara.com
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Hunna One by Reem Al-Rawi.
Available on Zeynara.com
26

Brands represented on Zeynara’s online
platform are carefully chosen for their
inimitable style and potential, but also
for their ethics and how they work.
Modest fashion is now at the heart of
the debate. Some think it is great; others
criticize it and watch it as if it was
enslavement of women.
These are issues and political
considerations in which we don’t want
to involve ourselves. Our philosophy is
tolerance, multiculturalism, and freedom
to be oneself in respect of the other.
27

Why should we erect boundaries when
all women around the world aspire to
achieve the same thing and that is to
be respected, to live happy and be
comfortable with themselves?
Zeynara truly thinks that modesty is
universal, and that it is a value which
could be shared all around the world.

zeynara.com

Fashion

SMCCI
MODEST
FASHION
FESTIVAL
Last May, DEWI, the women’s wing of the Singapore
Malay Chamber of Commerce & Industry (SMCCI),
held their 4th Modest Fashion Festival. Household
fashion names such as Persian Boutique, ZenAura
Boutique and ModKebaya showcased their latest
designs just in time for the upcoming Eid.
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MOD KEBAYA
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NEVA STYLE
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ZEN AURA
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PERSIAN
BOUTIQUE
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EDDIE EDDIE &
PETITE DRESS
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SEMPRE
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TUDUNGKU
COLLECTION
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CAPSULE WARDROBE
made easy

Essentials are key to any girl’s wardrobe,
especially if you’re like us and have the tendency
to sleep through the alarm clock and end up
rushing out the door. Nouhailah gives you a few
tips and some essentials to keep you looking like
your style isn’t a rushed job.
Written by Nouhailah | Photos by Nouhailah
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H

ave you ever opened your closet
and sat there thinking, "I have
nothing to wear"? Well I've been there
many times until recently.

I realised that no matter how many
random clothes I had in my closet, I'm
always in the middle of a continuous
battle with my everyday style and
that is simply because I don't have
37

a 'capsule wardrobe'. Don't let the name
scare you, it's actually very simple.
A capsule wardrobe is a couple of basic
pieces that you build your outfits around
on day-to-day basis.
Here I've assembled a couple of pieces
that are the base to everyone’s doors
to heaven aka your closet.

Jeans
Fitted pair of jeans,
pair of black pants
and pair of distressed
jeans. This is
something that can
vary from person
to person. Light
wash or dark
coloured denim,
plain or distressed.
In my opinion,
I would say go for
both. A distressed
light washed pair
and a plain dark one.

38

Leather Jacket
This essential has been
a staple for ages now.
My mom owns one, I own
one, and I'm pretty sure
my grandkids will have
a leather jacket in their
closet. I say go for it, invest
in a good leather jacket and
it will last you for a lifetime.

Chambray Shirt
This is something you can
wear with anything, and
I mean anything. It's so
versatile and can be dressed
up or down. Go get one if
you don't already have one.
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Basic White Tee
You wake up. It's 7:45 in the
morning. School or work
starts at 8am sharp. You open
your closet and ask yourself,
"what should I wear". Well
that's easy. You grab your
white t-shirt. You throw on
your jeans, a statement
necklace, the leather jacket
if it's too cold, your favorite
sneakers, grab your bag and
bam! You're out the door
in less than 5 minutes.
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White Classic
Button-Up
Here, the options are
endless. Even though it
sounds simple, the
different textures, the cuts
and the endless fits and
shapes. You can go with
the classic button up, or
one with spikes
or something with a
texture. You do you, girl.

41

Blazer

Denim Jacket

Cheating your way to look polished is
to own a blazer. This baby is going to
lift up your look on any given day, both
day and night. For a day look, you can
easily pull it off with a pair of sneakers
(my personal favourites are superstars
and Stan Smiths). For a night look,
throw on a pair of pointed heels or
strappy sandals and you're good to go
to slay the night.

Having a denim jacket will change the
way you dress. It gives such a youthful
vibe to every outfit and it can be worn
with basically anything. If you are
feeling like you're too dressed up,
a denim jacket can make the look
funkier hence a little more settled down.
Throw it over your shoulders for that
Hollywood "I'm-so-cool" look.
Don’t forget your shades.

42

Waterfall
Coat/
Cardigan
This piece can elevate
your look giving it
a more chic vibe.
Whether you’re in your
casual ripped jeans or
a full formal business
wear, a waterfall coat
works either way.

43

Statement Shoes
Slip-ons, converse. These are your
trusty grab-and-go-out-the door
shoes. I'm all about comfort, and
when it comes to shoes, my everyday
choice are sneakers.

44

Ballet Flats
It’s always a good idea to have these
around when the weather’s a little
warmer. These are easy to style with
pretty much everything and my
favourite way is with a waterfall coat,
a pair of jeans, white button up and
a necklace.
So here you go my lovelies.
Are you ready to build your own
capsule wardrobe?

Contributor Profile: Nouhailah
My name is Nouhaila. I'm 18 years old from the very north of Morocco, born and raised in the
beautiful city of Tangier. I have a huge passion for fashion. I can easily get lost in the
mesmerizing world of fabrics, cuts and textures. I also love to express my love for fashion
through writing. I hope you enjoy my article and I would like to know your humble opinion.
Catch me up on Instagram.

@nouhailah
45
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The Essentials of a Hijabi

The Long
Black Tunic
s a stay at home mum/budding entrepreneur as
opposed to working a full time job, I've had to
come to terms with budget cuts for my shopping
allocation. This cuts deep, but being the positive
person I try to be, I take my long vacation, as
a vacation should be - to be enjoyed.
Written by Aneesa | Photos by Aneesa
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So, as I was a saying- budget cut; which most of you can relate
(I hope). One of the ways of stretching that dollar or pound is to
style an essential clothing item in more than one style. I've
always loved doing this. One piece of clothing with many
styles..so you can justify that the purchase was well worth it.
(It’s not a myth!)
Among my piece of essential clothing is this long black buttoned
down tunic. I love black, because it’s so easy to match with any
colour. I also like the fact that it’s long for good coverage front
and back. It’s made of cotton, which has a structured material
meaning it’s less clingy to the shape of the body, which is an
added bonus. As for the colour black- I'm sure that has its
obvious advantages.
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For my first look,
a casual look with
jeans and long boots,
and a-pop-of-colour
hijab. This time, it’s
yellow. It could be any
colour though.
Monochrome Coat
from M&S.
Long Boots from H&M.
Jeans from M&G.
Mustard Hijab from
Calaqisya.

Next is this one here
where it is used as an
outer-wear. So I can
pair this with a short
sleeve t-shirt inside.
Inner Grey Shirt from
SummerGlitz.my
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For a more formal look,
I styled this black tunic
with black jeans, black
boots, a long scarf and
matched my pink hijab
with my pink bag. This
is my other favourite
colour by the way (yeseye roll).
Hijab from
AMNA Hajar.
Jeans from Ebay.
Bag from Todds.
Boots from H&M.
Long Scarf/wrap from
Primark.

Lastly this long tunic
can be worn as evening
wear with a maxi skirt
and a statement
necklace.
Hijab from
AMNA Hajar.
Skirt from Sincerely
by Yus Shawls.
Necklace from Sams
Vintage Gems.

49

To me, essential wear means a good investment, yet still
timeless and stylish. What’s your essential wear?

Xoxo,
A~ in London
Contributor Profile: Aneesa
Hello everyone, I use the pen name “Hijabi in London” since a few months ago. I’ve moved to
this city and it has inspired my writings especially since I am on long leave from my current
profession as a doctor. I am enjoying every moment of it Alhamdulillah. Do visit me on my
Instagram and websites. I look forward to exchanging, networking and discussing ideas.

hijabiinlondon.wordpress.com
50

@hijabi_in_london

Beauty

LET’S HEAR IT
FOR THE BOY
Women aren’t the only ones who are concerned about their skin
and the way they look.
Men these days are too. The amount of men’s skincare range out
there can put us women to shame sometimes. At one point it was
only metrosexual men who were into skincare (guess that’s where
the term metrosexual came from) but these days it’s common to
see a men’s section at places like Sephora stocked to the brim.
Our curiosity got the better of us and we took to the streets to find
out what’s on the shelves. If you’re looking to go shopping with
your man, keep an eye out for these items for him.
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Kiehl's Facial Fuel
Energizing Scrub

NYR Men
Purifying
Face Wash

Clinique Skin
Supplies For
Men PostShave Soother
Anti-Blemish
Formula
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Biotherm
Homme
Age
Fitness
Yeux

Aesop
Chamomile
Concentrate
Anti-Blemish
Masque

Aveda Men
Pure-Formance
Dual Action
Aftershave

53

Inspire

Supporting Women
in Business
Women2Women Market aims to support
business women and entrepreneurs,
providing a fertile ground for women to
promote their business and network with
one another. Read on to learn how Layla
Rodrigues made this inspiring
organisation a reality.

Written by Layla Rodrigues

I

am Layla Rodrigues, a mother, wife,
daughter, sister and Muslim. I am
a convert to Islam for 12 years now,
married to a caring practicing Muslim
man and have three children under the
age of five. May Allah bless them, Amin.
After having my daughter in 2014, I was
not doing anything work related. I was,
however, tending to the children and
household chores.
54

I was trying hard to get back into the
world, back into the charity (IFAM)
I had left in charge with my colleague
and volunteers. I couldn't motivate
myself to get back on the business
side of the charity, it just all felt so
overwhelming and stressful.
I made dua to Allah to ease my task and
to also inspire me. During the 3 months
after my daughter's birth, I came across
a small business with a great concept.

I wanted to take their concept and turn
it into a new idea, one that would benefit
business women instead. I was very
aware that as a Muslim woman in
business, our main struggle is getting
a segregated space to trade. I wanted to
provide this on a regular basis and so the
idea for Women2Women Market began.

Before you know it the website was
live! Sisters were booking stalls and
I was juggling the children, the charity
and the business!

I originally made the intention to
support Muslim businesswomen only;
the business was originally named
Muslimah2Muslimah Market.

|

...We put our trust in Allah
for He is the provider of
rizq so He decides how
successful we will all be...

|

At the time, I had written a book and
was procrastinating on this too and
couldn't get myself to send it out to
publishers. I just didn't feel confident
in my skills.
I however, decided I would do Istikhara
and I asked Allah SWT to make this
business idea a success and for my book
to be accepted by a publisher but only
if it was good for me in this dunya and
in the akhirah.
I couldn't stop thinking about this
business, but I first had to stick to my
istikhara and “tie my camel”. During
Ramadan, I sent out my book to two
55

publishing companies and alhamdulillah
by the will of Allah SWT it got accepted
in that same month. I had already begun
planning for the Market business, so I
started implementing the plans, sourcing
venues, creating marketing material,
a website, logo and the list goes on!

We had our first market in Tooting
Broadway, London; it was a venue full
of business women, all there to trade.
It was amazing, I absolutely loved it.
I still remember coming home with
some scotch eggs from the food trader
and then sitting with my baby reading
the Qur’an to relax and unwind. We did
many more markets after this one.
I, however, had to do this with my 7month-old baby whom I was nursing
so I had to keep her with me, which was
a struggle. I decided to recruit a Market
Manager to manage the markets so that
I did not have to travel so far with
a young baby.

|

...We aim to equip these
women with the tools
needed to get
started and succeed...

|

Alhamdulillah I found a humble, calm
sister by the name of Urwah and also my
younger sister Vanessa. Urwah was an
original stall holder at our Tooting
Market and loved the idea of the market.

Our workshops are aimed at women
only. We work with them for the
whole day on creating a business idea,
a business name, a business plan, goal
setting, book-keeping and much more.

I literally gave them little to no training
but they both exceeded my expectations
and did the role brilliantly. Urwah still
manages the markets and has now even
got a market of her own as a franchise.

We aim to equip these women with the
tools needed to get started and succeed.
Our markets are not just a venue to sell,
it is a space to grow and expand.

We continued holding markets all over
London, some successful with great
turnouts and some with low turnouts
but it has all been a learning journey.

{

“None of you will behave until you love for your
brother what you love for yourself” - Hadith 13

The demand for markets from attendees
in so many areas was high but also
from non-Muslim women. I decided to
rebrand and open the markets to all
business women, regardless of faith or
background. I changed the name from
Muslimah2Muslimah Market to what it
is now Women2Women Market.
Since November 2014, we have held
markets in South, East and West
London. We have recently launched our
education part of the business and also
launched a business guidebook.
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Through our markets the women
connect with other business women,
they build a customer mailing list and
sales continue outside of the markets.
Our markets are a place to test their

}

business products or services at a low
cost price and to start off without the
£1000 fee that other events charge.
We originally just had stalls and it was
strictly selling for two straight hours but
we have now extended trading hours for
longer and have added entertainment for
attendees. We are always looking for
ways to improve our markets.
It has been a roller coaster of a journey
and we are still at it! We have been
blessed to have organisations such as
Newham Magazine, Harrow Times,

Wandsworth Radio and even SISTERS
Magazine show support by featuring our
work. We still have the same intentions
which are to continue supporting women
in business and into employment.
Women2Women Market has two staff
members and also tutors that we employ,
so we are also providing employment
opportunities and plan on providing
more towards the end of the year. We
work with the Islamic perspective which
is "want for your sister, what you want
for yourself".
We are always looking at ways to
support business women and to also
provide employment through our
own business. I never imagined
Women2Women Market would
become what it is today.
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It has been hard work and it will
continue to be hard work, but we won't
give up. As our team always say "We
put our trust in Allah for He is the
provider of rizq (income) so he decides
how successful we will all be”.
We have built many friendships in our
members’ groups and women have
networked and even joined as partners some became well known through our
markets, some grew confident through
selling at our markets and some have
joined Women2Women Market as tutors
and writers for our blog.
It has been worth it and we hope that
others see the beauty and benefit of
Women2Women Market and support
our work.

You can support us and support our
women by attending our events and
markets. You can support small
businesses by purchasing from them
instead of big retailers.
Our website has a member’s area with
direct links to our stall holders’ websites
and social pages - support them and buy
from them. Remember, if smiling is
a great deed, imagine the reward for
supporting women in their income that
goes towards their families.

As a last note I would just like to say to
all those women out there who want to
start a business or a project, don't
procrastinate. Just get started, start
planning and putting it into action,...
one step at a time.

|

...Aim high but don't lose
your balance, most of all,
place your trust in
Allah SWT...

|

Contributor Profile: Layla Rodrigues
Layla Rodrigues is an author and the founder of Women2Women Market, an organisation that
supports business women from all backgrounds, providing them with a space to trade, in a
segregated environment, education and mentoring support. Layla is a creative individual, who
fully supports women turning their skills into a business. Layla is also the founder of IFAM, a
non-profit organisation that educates non-Muslim women about Islam.

women2womenmarket.co.uk
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Food

EVERYTHING TASTES
BETTER WITH FRIENDS
Now you can enjoy exclusive discounts and promotions at your
favourite halal food joints with Halal Food Hunt’s
FRIENDS Rewards Card.
GAYA MAGAZINE is not just giving you an exclusive look into
the benefits but we’re also giving you an exclusive discount.
Read on to find out more...

Written & Photos by Halal Food Hunt
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SERVING OUR HALAL
FOOD COMMUNITY

1

Food has great meaning to our
community and we are often
found hunting about for new
places and cuisines to try out but
it’s not always easy to determine
which places are halal verified.
Halalfoodhunt.com provides
that verification service for the
community, and we go one step
further by making it so much
easier to get reservations made,
and food delivery ordered.
Making it that bit more exciting,
our FRIENDS membership
card makes it possible for our
subscribers to get rewarded for
choosing halal!

ONLINE HALAL FOOD RESOURCE
halalfoodhunt.com functions as a one stop resource for everyone to find
halal food options in Singapore and be assured that these options serve
halal food. We place great emphasis on halal responsibility and literacy
among our affiliate merchants. Halal-certified affiliate merchants are
regularly reminded to renew their certificates and consultancy services
are provided if they need help in maintaining it. For Muslim-owned
businesses, we provide advisory services on halal industry practices
prior to listing them on halalfoodhunt.com.

HALAL LITERACY SERIES BY HALALFOODHUNT.COM
The first step to choosing halal is to first be aware of the need to
choose halal. halalfoodhunt.com holds monthly talks that raises
awareness and educate the public on halal matters – from the choice
of butter they make to their decision on whether or not to patronize
a shop that does not bear any semblance or indicator that they serve
halal food. Events are constantly updated on halalfoodhunt.com
under the tab “events”.
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2

Why not reward yourself when you
frequent your favourite halal
establishments? Better still, why not
reward your non-Muslim friends who
make the effort to accommodate to your
dietary needs?
Our Friends’ Rewards Card enables you
to do exactly this! Rewards come in the
form of 10% off, 15% off or a 1-for-1
deal when you flash the FRIENDS
card. Our participating merchants are
easily identifiable by our signature
“We reward FRIENDS of
Halalfoodhunt.com” decal.
Our Friends’ Rewards Card gives you
the value for your money at only $25
yearly subscription and is available
at halalfoodhunt.com/friends from 13th
May 2016. Card purchases made before
30th June 2016 get to enjoy an extended
6 months on their subscription!
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We’re giving you more! Get 10% off
when you use the GAYA Code below.

halalfoodhunt.com/friends

Food

EATING HALAL,
THE ASEAN WAY
Unexpected Halal Restaurants
& Alternatives in the Region

M

any non-Muslims, reverts,
or even Muslims at birth,
panic at the thought of finding
“halal food” in a non-Muslim
majority country. Having traveled
the region for 4 years, I find it
relatively easy, exciting and a
great exercise of creativity! The
Deen (religion) is supposed to
make life easy in the first place.
Read on to find out my personal
places to eat in the region.
Written by Regine Maryam |
Photos by Regine Maryam
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In Southeast Asia alone, we can talk
about a plethora of spices and cuisines
for the traveler. Nusantara heritage, for
example, would take the classic “fried
chicken” in various forms such as the
Indonesian “ayam penyet” and Malay
“nasi lemak,”which becomes “pastil”
as it reaches Southern Philippines.
Similarly in the Mekong region,
Cambodia is famous for the “amok”
way of steaming fish curry, which is
also popular in Laos and Thailand.
Vegetarian and seafood meals are
almost always around the region,
which make it rather easy for any
Muslim traveler. I rarely miss out on
pastries and desserts - except at
restaurants that amusingly prefer to
put pork (lard) on cakes!
Meat becomes a little bit trickier, since
there are a few animals that cannot be
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eaten, and slaying must be done with
a very sharp knife by the veins. Since
this is pretty much similar to Jewish
practice, some Muslims purchase kosher
products from the grocery which are
relatively easier to find.
In countries where there are few halal
restaurants, other Muslim go-getters
would fill their luggage with packed
halal food.
While this is cost efficient, I believe it
is space inefficient, unhealthy, not to
mention one will end up spending more
time indoors when all the adventure
only happens outside. I say, get out
of the hotel room and discover the
halal potential of a new world of taste
and color!
Here’s my list of personal favorites –
halal restaurants, and alternatives, in
5 non-Muslim countries in the region.

SINGAPORE

Singapore being the melting pot that it
is, brought me no surprise to find juicy,
halal meatballs!

Fika Swedish Cafe & Bistro
Cuisine: Swedish
Outlets: 257 Beach Road | #01-02
Millenia Walk | #02-K3 OneKM
Opening Hours: Sun-Wed 11am-10pm
| Thu-Sat 11am-11pm
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At Fika, along Millenia Walk, they
generously serve Swedish meatballs
with potatoes and berry jam.
They also have an option for gluten free
pasta! “Fika” means having coffee with
one’s colleagues, friends, or family in
Sweden. Behind this world class café is
Tasneem Noor who was learning to cook
Nordic food for her Swedish husband.

CAMBODIA
Wau Restaurant
Cuisine: Malaysian,
Asian Fusion
Outlets:
Phnom Penh: No 103A,Street 63,
Preah Trasak Paem Blvd |
Siem Reap: Near Mosque Road,
Stung Thmey Village
Opening Hours:
Sun & Sat 7am-9pm
“Wau” is an intricately designed
moon kite that has become a
national symbol of Malaysia.
When in Cambodia, Wau has
become a famous halal find for
Muslim communities in Phnom
Penh and Siem Reap. The
restaurant serves all the basic
Malaysian dishes from the nasi’s,
to the mee’s, and of course, who
would want to miss that warm
glass of teh tarik – a classic! They
also serve Asian fusion like Thai,
Indian, and Chinese.
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VIETNAM
Vietnamese Noodles & Spring Rolls
Cuisine: Vietnamese
Outlets: Almost everywhere!
In another pork-loving country,
Vietnam, one can never go wrong with
vegetarian! I have no fear eating in this
country, because their cozy soups and
fresh spring rolls are simply irresistible.
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While you can find them on almost
every street, tap here for a list of
good restaurants in Hanoi and Ho Chi
Minh City.
To be exact, Bun Chay (Vegetarian
Vietnamese Vermicelli Herb Salad),
the national soup contains rice
noodles, fresh herbs, and bean sprouts
in a fragrant broth.
Spring rolls, on the other hand, differ
per region - some put tofu, some shrimp,
some even pork, so be extra careful
when ordering!

THAILAND
Sara Restaurant
Cuisine: Thai, Asian
and European
Outlet: 2 Thanon Samsen,
Banglumphu, Pranakorn,
Bangkok 10200
Opening Hours: Sun & Sat
6am - 10pm
“A wonderful break from
Thailand’s pork culture,” one
food review that sums up my own
experience at Sara Halal, located
at the Nuovo City Hotel. The
restaurant serves a variety of Thai,
European and Asian cuisines, and
also offers a halal breakfast buffet.
Among its bestsellers are “somtham” papaya salad and “tomyam”
with coconut milk. It also won an
award for its “pad-thai” flat
noodles. I am personally not fond
of curry, but when I ordered
its green chicken curry, I couldn’t
stop eating it!
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PHILIPPINES
Legazpi Sunday Market
Address: Corner of Legazpi and
Ruffino Streets, Legazpi Village,
Makati City, Manila
Opening Hours: Sun 7am - 2pm
Sunday is family day in Manila,
and markets have been a big hit with
friends and families.
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In the city of Makati, Legazpi road
closes for a wide array of food and
merchandise stalls.
I have been a fan of Bait Lehem
(House of Bread), a Jewish bakery that
sells hot, mouth-watering falafels.
It’s also easy to spot halal, Authentic
Moroccan Food – the “tagine,” a musttry! They use this North African pot with
a cone-shaped lid to cook delicious stew.

Much like catching up with prayers
while traveling, all it takes is some
research on the what’s and where’s
of the local food scene. Search
about the local Muslim community
in your place of destination, I think
it would be great to pay a visit!
Or if left with limited choices, I say,
just dig in those local plates and be
guided by a basic check list:









Lard in cooking or baking
Pork ingredients e.g. bacon bits
in soup, salad, etc.
Alcohol content especially in
deserts like tiramisu
Check if they cook pork dishes
separately from what you want
to order
Stay away from strange things
like fried insects

ASEAN is a region so culturally
rich, and halal traveling, eating at
that, should not be any less
adventurous!
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Food

MyRasa, which means ‘My Taste’ or ‘My Flavours’ in Malay,
is a little restaurant in Perth, Australia that serves up
authentic Malay cuisine with some Western selections as well.
Read on as I take you on a tasteful journey at MyRasa.

Written by Mastura Koelmeyer | Photos by Mastura Koelmeyer
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MyRasa Platter

N

ot long ago I was invited to
review a newly opened restaurant
in Perth, Western Australia, located
in Manning.
Coming from a family with a history
of great cooks and chefs, I am quite the
critic when it comes to authentic Malay
food. I am an absolute foodie and will
tell you how it is, whether the food is
nice or terrible.

The tastings started off with the entrees,
Kerabu Apple and the MyRasa platter.
For anyone who is not familiar with
Malay cuisine, I found that the MyRasa
platter was a great way to introduce
you to some of the flavours you may
experience in Malaysian authentic food.
The platter itself was stunningly
presented, like a five star hotel quality
plate, each element expressed in an eye
capturing manner.

Rest assured, MyRasa has signature
dishes and authentic flavours you will
not find in many places in Perth. I was
spoilt for choice of what to try on the
menu and sat down to a tasting of seven
dishes from their tantalising menu.

The platter consists of a combo set of
chicken and beef satay, tahu sumbat
(stuffed fried tofu), nasi lemak (fragrant
coconut rice), roti canai (flat bread)
served with beef rendang and an apam
balik Muar for dessert.
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MyRasa Satay

When the MyRasa platter was served,
my mouth started to water and I was so
eager to taste everything on it. I started
with the satay, traditionally eaten with
cucumber, onion, nasi himpit
(compressed rice cubes) and of
course kuah satay (satay sauce).
Both the beef and chicken satay were
cooked perfectly, so soft and tender,
delicately sprinkled with sesame seeds.
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It did taste like something was missing
from the peanut satay sauce but
I couldn’t quite put my finger on it,
though it still tasted lovely with the
satay. Personally I dislike eating satay
with onions even though it is how all
satays are served, it must be the inner
child cringing.

MyRasa Nasi Lemak

Next we tried the nasi lemak (fragrant
coconut rice) and sambal (hot chilli
relish). I love nasi lemak and the Nasi
Lemak MyRasa is done quite uniquely.
I quite prefer nasi lemak made with
Jasmine rice as it locks in the flavour
of the coconut milk that it is cooked
and infused with, giving it that fullness
in coconut flavour. If you are a fan of
nasi lemak you have to try MyRasa’s
take on it as they use Basmati rice.
I have to say that the beef rendang was
the star of the overall dish, so full of
flavour and packed the punch required
in a good rendang. The beef was
cooked to perfection, so tender and
melts in your mouth with each bite.
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The sauce contained the essential
flavours of rendang, daun limau (lime
leaves) and kerisik (toasted coconut),
it reminded me of the rendang my Mak
Long (eldest Aunty) makes. Rendang
can be cooked either dry or saucy, it is
just a personal preference as to how you
like it. My Mak Long usually cooks it
dry which is not too common though
most local eateries in Perth also like to
cook it dry.
It was nice to have a rendang with sauce
after a long while, it was perfect for
dipping the light and fluffy roti canai in.
If any dish takes you back to childhood
memories of how traditional food tastes,
then it is a big winner in my book and
this is exactly what the MyRasa’s
rendang does.

MyRasa Kerabu Apple

The Tahu Sumbat (stuffed fried tofu)
is a nice pallet washer, fresh and light
stuffed with vegies and lovely when
dipped in the sweet chilli sauce.
My dad used to make this often at
home as it was nice to have as a snack.
The strawberries add colour on the plate
and was again a great pallet washer or
as Malays would call it, “cuci mulut”
just before the dessert of Apam Balik
Muar. The dessert had red bean in it
and was surprisingly a lovely
combination, when traditionally the
dessert contains crushed peanuts and
sugar. I absolutely love Apam Balik
and appreciated a taste of it on the
MyRasa platter.
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The Kerabu Apple arrived at the same
time as the MyRasa platter for entree
and it captured my interest in the way it
was presented. This dish has been
something I have been meaning to try
ever since I visited MyRasa last.
It is an arrangement of crunchy green
apples, onions, tomatoes, peanuts,
topped with crispy oven baked chicken
and drizzled in a spicy sweet and sour
dressing. It kind of reminded me of
a Thai sweet and sour salad, the flavours
bursting out with each bite and dancing
on my tongue. The combination of
crunchy apples, chicken with spicy
sweet and sour sauce is something
everyone should try.

MyRasa Mee Rebus

I selected the three layered tea for my
drink which is a cold beverage
consisting of gula melaka (palm sugar),
evaporated milk and black tea.

Johor (literally means boiled noodles)
packed all the flavours it needed, the
beef was sliced very thinly and cooked
so well as it was tender.

I am a big lover of tea and even though
I found the drink a bit too sweet for
my liking I still enjoyed it. Most Malay
drinks tend to be on the sweeter side
anyways so if you have a sweet tooth,
then this drink is perfect for you.

I was surprised to find the limau kasturi,
kind of a cross between lime and bitter
orange, was sitting nicely in the dish
as well.

Following the entree, the mains arrived
in time to be tasted. The Mee Rebus
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When the limau is squeezed and drizzled
all over the dish, the flavours tie in
together beautifully. The gravy was so
yummy, I could slurp at it all day.

MyRasa Chicken Rice

Nasi Ayam MyRasa (chicken rice) was
again well received, just as I remember
it the first time I had it.

each condiment on the Nasi Ayam
MyRasa plate to complete the flavour
required for each spoonful.

When a restaurant recreates a dish
exactly the way as you previously had
it, then you know they have their menu
down pat.

It is quite interesting to see that the
garlic and ginger, normally infused and
cooked through the rice and parts of the
overall dish, was made into it’s own
condiment paste on the side so you can
control the garlic and ginger flavour
throughout the dish.

Traditionally nasi ayam is served with
a few condiments, this mainly includes
the soy sauce, chicken broth soup,
garlic chilli sauce and sometimes
a fresh side salad. To truly enjoy nasi
ayam, I’d recommend to take a bit of
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This is a great idea for those who are
not familiar with the garlic and ginger
flavours in the traditional nasi ayam.

MyRasa Mee Rojak

My absolute favourite is the Mee Rojak,
again another dish made exactly how
I remembered it.
Mee Rojak is a take on another
traditional dish named Rojak (literally
meaning “mixture”, Rojak is a fruit and
veg salad dish with sweet potato sauce),
but with noodles.
I have never had noodles with Rojak
before so when I first tried this, I was
quite impressed with the flavours and
how well everything tied in together.
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My husband who is normally much
fussier than I am in terms of good
tasting food (that is what happens when
your father, not to mention his family,
is an absolutely good cook of traditional
food) enjoyed this dish especially when
we first visited MyRasa.
It is a dish that is to be praised, simple
yet perfectly executed and so very tasty.
I believe it is the only kind found in
Perth so if you haven’t tasted it then it
is a must!

MyRasa Cendol

MyRasa Sago Gula Melaka

Lastly the desserts came out and by
then we were busting at the seams,
as you can imagine. Cendol and Sago
Gula Melaka, both presented beautifully
in line with the other MyRasa dishes
arrived at the table. I tasted the Cendol
and was not particularly a fan of it.
The Cendol itself was not the right
texture and it seemed like it was a
downplayed Ice Kacang/A BC (Air
Batu Campur) with the corn on the top.
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I was kind of glad I had the Sago Gula
Melaka instead as it was sweet and quite
delicious. It was just a tad sweeter than
what I would like but still enjoyable
and palatable.
The sago itself was a nice bright pink,
drawing your eyes towards the star
of the dessert. It was a gorgeous little
dessert and something I would be happy
to have again.

MyRasa Kueh Keria

If you want to pop in for a quick stop,
MyRasa also has Nasi Lemak Bungkus
(Wrapped Fragrant Coconut Rice)
traditionally wrapped in banana leaf
for a meal on the go.
I do not think any other place in Perth
has it to takeaway, so having the
convenience of it is quite nice. There
are a few sweet treats made freshly
each day which is also available to
purchase on the go.
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On the day I visited, they had Kueh
Koci Pulut Hitam (black glutinous rice
dumpling with coconut) and Kueh Keria
(fried sweet potato donuts).
Kueh Keria is one of my favourites,
especially the ones made fresh by my
Aunty in the village.
Funny how food can also bring you
back to time capsules in your life that
you remember fondly of.

MyRasa Nasi
Lemak Bungkus

I have to say that MyRasa is a restaurant
with lovely ambience, their open
atmosphere layout includes modern
modest furniture and furnishings.
A relaxing feeling is present when you
walk in and the natural light flows
throughout with the large floor to
ceiling windows that surround the
restaurants perimeter. It is also so lovely
to see local regulars come in to order
takeaways, chatting to their friendly
staff members taking their orders.

Overall MyRasa is a lovely addition to
Perth’s eateries and we are truly lucky to
be able to add them to our list of places
to go. Do tell me if you decide to visit,
I’d love to hear about your experience.
MyRasa is located at 18 Welwyn Avenue,
Manning, Perth, Western Australia.

myrasa.com.au

The Writer: Mastura Koelmeyer
Eurasian by heritage, an Australian born girl who lives in the small but vibrant city of Perth. She
is a mother of three beautiful children and a lover of fashion. Usually a full time worker, she
juggles the upbringing of her children and her blog, as well as is the Marketing Director of Tulyss
Design - an emerging fashion designer shoe label in Australia and Malaysia. Mastura is the avid
blogger behind Missy-Lia, which mainly focuses on motherhood, modest fashion and lifestyle.

missy-lia.com
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Health

Getting
into a
Healthy
Lifestyle
E

ach body is different which
makes us who we are. Many
of us look at celebs as our
motivation to get into the shape
they are in but we shouldn’t be
trying to attain someone else’s body
type and in a limited time. Give
your body what it needs, then work
on your own transformation. Read
on to get more tips on starting
a healthy lifestyle.
Written by Assil Taha
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Learn to listen to your body by
delivering good nutriments to it.
Drinking water is one of the most
effective way to make you feel great.
You can add frozen fruits to your
water to give it a different taste
every day. The healthier you eat, the
less junk food you will crave. Day
by day, your body will thank you for
eating healthy.
Trying new recipes will let you get
to know what you prefer eating and
what you do not really enjoy eating.
Remember that organic fruits and
veggies definitely taste better which
brings me to say that trying new
recipes with organic food will let
you discover new flavours. With
time you will definitely learn what
your body needs but remember to eat
in moderation which will make you
feel lighter.
Always remember that the most
beautiful body shape is your healthy
happy body.
Here’s an easy and healthy recipe to
start you off with. Stay healthy!
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This version of a sandwich is completely different! I was really hungry one
night so I decided to make a sandwich. I decided instead of cutting the bread
in half, I would leave the crust and take off all the bread inside. The recipe is
simple and easy! You will need;
Bread
1 Tomato
8 Tablespoons mozzarella (sliced)
6 Tablespoons pickles (cubes)
As you can see I used a normal white baguette. There’s no need for anything
fancy here. You have to cut the tomato and pickles in small cubes otherwise
the flavor of the three ingredients won’t combine perfectly.
When your three ingredients are ready, you only have to mix them together in
a small bowl. You can add olive oil, but I prefer to keep it simple.
Contributor Profile: Assil Taha
Assil Taha is the one running the blog The Little Assil. She is 20 years old, and lives in
Montreal. She has written her first book at the young age of nineteen. Her blog is her
happy place on the internet where she gets to share her thoughts and inspire others.

thelittleassil.com
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@assil.taha

Living

A TASTE OF

MOROCCO

Departures & Arrivals (D&A), the home destination for
artisanal home furnishing, launched its 2016 Modern
Moroccan collection on May 2016 in time for the Eid
season. The new collection was revealed as D&A
celebrated its first year anniversary. Read on to explore
the wonders of this Moroccan collection.

Photos by Departures & Arrivals

Round Casserole
with Glass
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Rosette
Tray

M

oroccan designs and hues
are timeless aesthetics that
balances exotic beauty, sensual
architecture and an explosion of vivid
hues. Situated in North Africa, Morocco
has often been the subject of lush and
romantic fantasy.
The interior design that originates in
Morocco reflects this diverse area, rich
in cultural traditions and history.
Characterized by intricate carvings,
arched doorways, and colourful fabrics,
it comes as no surprise that Moroccan
interior design captivates the world.
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Denise Kaur, owner of D&A shares,
“It’s about the small things. You don’t
need your entire home to look like
a scene from Arabian Nights. A tray,
a mirror, a console table are the defining
pieces. Mix them with your modern
pieces to create a fresh appeal with a real
substance and depth to your interior. By
mixing your personality with Moroccan
influence, you create your own version
of a well-travelled home.”

livingdna.sg

Architectural, Pagoda,
Geometric & Diamond
Lanterns

Quatrefoil
Mirrored Tray
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Hall of
Mirrors Tray

Weave Hurricane
Lantern
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Etched
Scallop Top

Work

DREAMING
your way to
SUCCESS
Keep your eye on the prize. Our business
expert, Shuhada Alauddin from MYRYL gives
you insights into succeeding by dreaming’.
Written by Shuhada Alauddin
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W

hen I was growing up people
were always telling me that in
order for me to accomplish
what I want or if I want to succeed in
life, I must work hard. And then, there
were those “radicals” who would say
“Forget working hard; you just need to
work smart”.
Well, what if I tell you that there’s an
easier way to succeed? The “way” I’m
talking about here; it has been tested
and produced many success stories
worldwide. In fact, I personally have
also seen results of my own by putting
it into practice. And I believe that it will
continue to work for many others.
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So…I bet you’re thinking now, cut to
the chase and just spill it out already!
Are you ready for it?
Now, you may want to write this down.
D-R-E-A-M. That’s right, you’re
reading this correctly...you need to
dream your way to success. (Pfftt...and
you called someone else radical? Look
who’s talking...)
For those who truly embrace the work
hard, work smart ethics; you’d probably
think that I’m some kind of a new age
hippie (delusional one no less!) who
has unconventional values and beliefs.

Well, truth of the matter is for many,
many years I was a true believer of the
work hard, work smart philosophy too.
It was only 4 years ago that I discovered
this dreaming technique (if I may call it
so). Don’t get me wrong...I’m not saying
that there’s no work (hard or smart or
anything else you’ve been told) required;
but it must start with you dreaming it.

If you really want to know, check out
this video here and you will see what
I mean; and after that all you have to do
is choose whether to dream or not.

So now you’re probably wondering is
it like one of those dreams you get when
you fall asleep or what?
Contributor Profile: Shuhada Alauddin
Shuhada Alauddin is a coach, consultant, speaker & writer at myryl.net where her forte is Personality Development,
Colour Therapy & Behavioral Analysis. Her work has been featured in Huffington Post, The Star, The Star Online, Her
World, Cosmopolitan Malaysia, Marie Claire, Bella NTV7, The Breakfast Show NTV7 and many others. On top of that
she has her own TV shows and segments with the local broadcasting stations where she shares on her expertise. She is
also the creator of “Colours & Career: I Love The Donut; But What Else Is New” training program; to help those who
would like to make a career change, start a business or is simply looking for the perfect career path using her colour
expertise.

myryl.net
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@myryl_official

Travel

7things to do in
for the first time

S

o…You’ve finally booked that flight to Tokyo and it’s
still a few months away. You’re all excited for this trip
but you’re not too sure what you want to do when you’re
there. After all, it’s your very first time right? Here are some
things that you definitely need to do when you’re in Tokyo for
the very first time!
Written & Photos by
Lisa Suherman for Have Halal Will Travel
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EAT AUTHENTIC HALAL JAPANESE FOOD
Ramen, yakiniku, tempura, Japanese curry…You want it, you can have it!
These foods are not only super yummy but they are also halal-certified!

SHINJUKU GYOEN RAMEN OUKA

and an egg yolk. This is to make
ochazuke, where the broth is poured of
the rice and enjoyed that way. Definitely
something new but certainly very
delicious!

This has got to be my favourite ramen it is tomato-based and it is spicy for real.
Heh. And the best part is? It comes in
a set, complete with grilled chicken AND
yakitori! Oh…The owners are really
#HHWT Tip: It’s also very near the
friendly too.
Shinjuku Gyoen National Garden.
You can also check out other halal
Another unique thing about this ramen
eateries in Tokyo - yakiniku at Gyumon
place is that they also serve a bowl of
(Shibuya), sushi at Sushi Ken (Asakusa).
rice, which is topped with some tofu
Check out the full list on our site!
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SCOUR THE STREETS
OF HARAJUKU
Well...This is the place that inspired
Gwen Stefani to produce the song
‘Harajuku Girls’. This is also the place
where you can do your shopping, eat
crepes and take in the sights!
Shops, such as H&M and F21, are lined
up along the streets. If you are a kid at
heart, you should definitely check out
Kiddy Land! You’ll be spoilt for choices
here. And if you want something
cheaper, go to Takeshita Dori! The
Daiso here occupies 4 storeys and trust
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me, there'll be something to get for
everyone back home! In Takeshita Dori,
the whole street is lined with many
trendy shops, crepe stalls as well as
used clothes stores. Speaking of crepes,
here’s one that I tried!
Note: This crepe is not halal-certified.
However, I asked the lady tending the
shop if they used alcohol in the process
of making the crepes or in the ice-cream
itself and she said no.
How to get there: Get on the JR
Yamanote Line and go to Harajuku
Station. Once there, just explore the
whole place.

SPEND YOUR DAY(S)
IN SHIBUYA
You definitely need more than one day
to explore all the shopping places!
There's F21, H&M, ABC-Mart...Just to
name a few. There's also a lot of 100-yen
shops and Daiso!
Oh...Shibuya is also where you can see
(or just cross) the busy Shibuya crossing
and be amazed by it.
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Besides this, you can also see the statue
of Hachiko – the loyal dog who waited
for his master for a long time, without
knowing that the latter has passed on.
How to get there: Get on the JR
Yamamote Line and alight at the
Shibuya Station.

INDULGE IN THE
SHOPPING MADNESS
IN ASAKUSA
Why madness? Cos there'll be soooo
many things to see and buy! The whole
street of Nakamise is lined with small
shops selling a lot of souvenirs.
And if that's not enough, there's also
Don Quijote (which opens for 24
hours!!!) where you can buy a lot of
stuffs - kitchen equipment, stationeries,
snacks...You name it, they have it!
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Oh...You can also get halal-certified
items like ramen, udon and soba here
too! Definitely good for souvenirs.
Yummy Japanese crackers (also known
as arare) are being sold here at
Hyobando. These are ideal as souvenirs!
Or if you are like me, it’s definitely
a yummy snack.
#HHWT Tip: Do refrain from taking
photos of the shops - the shop owners
are really strict about this!
How to get there: It’s the second shop
from the gate on Nakamise Shopping
Street when you first walk in!

GO TO DISNEYSEA!
You know what? Actually, you don’t
even need a reason to go to the only
DisneySea in the world, you just HAVE
to! But if you do need one, DisneySea
here is the only one in the whole wide
world. Since you’ll be in Tokyo, this
place is definitely worth a visit especially when it’s more commonly
known as ‘the happiest place on earth’!
And of course, to make the most out of
your DisneySea trip, you'll have to make
full use of the FASTPASS®!
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Don't worry, we have you covered with
our Disneyland and Disneysea guides
on our site!
Opening Hours: Do check their official
website as time varies
How to get there: Take the train to
Maihama Station. From there, change
to the Disney Resort Line and proceed
to Tokyo DisneySea Station!

GET TO YOUR
INTENDED PLACES BY
TAKING THE TRAIN
Trains will be most efficient way for
you to get around Tokyo. They are very
punctual and you don't have to wait very
long for the next one.
You can get a PASMO card or a SUICA
card to travel on the trains. The cards
work just like the EZ Link cards in
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Singapore or Oyster card in London,
and can be bought at any of the ticketing
machines at any stations. Do note that
you need to pay a deposit of 500¥ when
you first buy the card.
#HHWT Tip: Get in line while waiting
for the train. You’ll notice that Japanese
would never cut your queue!

HAVE A (TOILET)
BREAK
I’m pretty sure there are times when you
are outside (in Singapore) and you need
to go to the toilet badly. But you refrain
from doing so when you think about
the situation you might face. *shudders*
Well, there’s no need for you to think
twice when you’re in Tokyo because
the public toilets are extremely clean.
Most of the toilets are also equipped
with bidets and some even comes with
the drying function!
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So there you have it - 7 things you need
to do on your first trip to Tokyo! Of
course, the list can be longer but I don't
want to overwhelm you.
Enjoy yourselves on your trip!

havehalalwilltravel.com
@havehalalwilltravel
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